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Intention: 

1) To create a product that showcases creative sexuality in a multitude of proclivities, representations, inclinations and 

pleasurable explorations while supporting dialog around consent and various healthy relationship collaborations.  

2) To support the intellectual property, The Life Erotic, and other Elder Glade Publishing projects by developing team and 

collaborative environments that are open to listening and active learning around topics related to diversity, human sexuality, 

female sexual empowerment, and bodily autonomy.  

Adhering to Elder Glade Publishing, LLC mandate, there will never be scenes of nonconsensual sexual violence or actions related shown 

on screen or in written format. Dialog regarding historical or implied events for character arcs and story development will be handled 

with the utmost care and respect for participants and audiences with both active and latent trauma.  

Consultants participating in The Life Erotic works will have provided written consent to receive sexually explicit materials and engage 

in conversations related to adult entertainment and non-normative fetish related kink topics. Respect and consideration, learning and 

growth are all part of the engagement process for these materials. Communication and collaborations are key. 

Participants agree to verbalize their discomfort when necessary and exit a conversation or dialog as needed to maintain their own 

personal security levels. In the event of a need for exit, participant agrees to follow-up with an intimacy coordinator or qualified 

therapist to discuss support steps for personal health, and project continuation to maintain contract requirements. 

The new way of engaging in art and creative collaborations involving sexually explicit materials will be to 1) confirm interest 2) receive 

written permission to engage (this form or by email) 3) then invite and participate in open-minded creative collaborations. 

Communications at all times regarding comfort levels and personal boundaries are recommended. 

Consent: 

I, ________________________________, do hereby consent to receive sexually explicit materials from Elder Glade Publishing, and 

representatives of, regarding The Life Erotic intellectual property owned by Athena. I agree to receive these materials for associated 

contract work as negotiated in separate contract format, thus participating in discussions and feedback regarding these materials. I 

agree that I am of a sexual consenting age, 18+, and that I am responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of these materials and 

where they are safely stored.  I recognize that I am at will, able to participate to the edge of my own comfort level with these materials. 

I agree that I will verbally and in written format express my need to full stop at any time during discussion or work on these materials 

in order to address my own personal psychological, physical or emotional support needs related to topics discussed, or 

enacted/written scenes that bring up discomfort or traumatic responses with a qualified professional.  

I agree to secure consent from others before sharing or discussing these materials, topics, or sexually related negotiations.  

 

 

________________________________    ___________________________________ 

Printed name       Date 

 

 

       

________________________________    ___________________________________ 

Signature       Date of Birth 


